Abstract: A theoretical model of the nanoscale spin-Seebeck power device (SSPD) is proposed based on the longitudinal spin-Seebeck effect in bilayers made of a ferromagnetic insulator and a normal metal.
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Introduction
The conventional semiconductor thermoelectric generator is able to convert a part of the heat absorbed by the hot junction of the thermoelectric device directly into electrical power, based on the Seebeek effect [1] .
Recently, the spin-Seebeck effect (SSE) involving spintronics and spin calorironics was proposed by Uchida who observed the spin current induced by the temperature gradient in the metallic magnet and the spin voltage generated by the inverse spin Hall effect in the normal metal [2] . The analogous SSEs were investigated theoretically and experimentally in the ferromagnetic metal [3] , ferromagnetic zigzag α -graphyne nanoribbons [4] , ferromagnetic semiconductor [5] , ferromagnet superconductor junction [6] , and ferromagnetic insulator [7] . The mechanism of the SSE is that a temperature difference between the magnons in the magnetic insulator and the electrons in the metal contact leads to thermal pumping of a spin current. This spin current is transformed into an observable voltage by the inverse spin Hall effect [8] . On the other hand, the theories of spin-pumping [9] , phonon-drag spin current [10] , magnon-drag spin current [11] , and acoustic spin pumping [12] were applied to investigate the SSE and design the spin nano-devices such as the nanoscale spin Seebeck effect diode [13] , spin thermoelectric coating [14] , spin valve [15] , magnetic tunneling junction [16] , spin wave logic device [17] , spin field effect transistor [18] , etc. The spin current produced by the SSE can be perpendicular or parallel to the temperature gradient, so the SSE can be divided into two types: transverse and longitudinal SSEs [19] . The longitudinal SSE was observed in the structure with a ferromagnetic insulator material in contact with a normal metal and investigated intensively by many researchers in the recent years [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Uchida et al. observed firstly the longitudinal SSE in the device composed of an Y 3 Fe 5 O 12 (YIG) and a Pt film and discovered a spin current generated in the Pt film along the temperature gradient and a spin voltage generated at the YIG/Pt interface [20] . They studied the longitudinal SSE in various garnet ferrite samples Agrawal et al. experimentally verified the magnon spin-current theory for the longitudinal SSE in the YIG/Pt system [22] . Kikkawa et al. proved that intrinsic longitudinal SSE in Au/YIG and Pt/Cu/YIG systems are free from the anomalous Nernst effect caused by an extrinsic proximity effect and showed that the longitudinal SSE appears even when the mechanism of the proximity Nernst effect is clearly removed [23] . Xu et al. designed devices NiFe/Cu/Pd(Ta) that can convert the heat-driven spin current to a transverse electric voltage and isolated the longitudinal SSE, anomalous Nernst effect generated by the ferromagnetic metal, and anomalous Nernst effect induced by proximity in the non-magnetic metal [24] . Mendes et [28] . Recently, Flipse observed the spin Peltier effect in magnetic insulators and verified the reciprocity between the SSE and the spin Peltier effect [29] . The discovery of the spin Peltier effect is attractive for designing nanoscale thermoelectric generators and refrigerators. In addition, Cahaya [30] proposed two models of the spin Seebeck power device (SSPD) and derived expressions for the efficiency of the SSPD based on spintronics and spin caloritronics. By using the thermal analysis method of the conventional thermoelectric generator, the figures of merit of two SSPDs were estimated.
In the present paper, the performance characteristics of a nanoscale SSPD are investigated. The maximum power output density and efficiency are calculated. The optimum problems related to the choice of materials, geometry structure of the normal metal, and matching of the load resistance are discussed in detail. The choice , where subscripts b/t indicate bottom and top. The boundary conditions of the phonon and magnon systems are, respectively, given by [35] ( ) (1) and (2).
Based on the above theory, the SSE current S J pumped from the ferromagnetic insulator into the normal metal is proportional to the temperature difference
and the interface spin Seeebeck coefficient S L and is given by [29, 30] ( )
where [36] , and c V is the magnetic coherence volume [35] .
Because the Onsager symmetry can be reflected by a linear response matrix, the spin current and average heat flow over the ferromagnetic insulator/normal metal interface are given by [30] ( )
where
is the spin accumulation, µ ↑ and µ ↓ are spin-up and spin-down electrochemical potentials,
S S S T ∏ =
is the spin Peltier coefficient due to the Onsager reciprocity,
G is the interface spin injection conductance, and K is the thermal conductance coefficient in the ferromagnetic insulator/normal metal interface.
The relation between the transverse charge current density
inside the normal metal at distance z induced by the inverse spin Hall effect can be given by [11] ( ) ( )ĉ
where A LW = is the area of the ferromagnetic insulator/normal metal interface, m is the spin-polarization vector, and the spin Hall angle SH θ quantifies the conversion efficiency from the spin to the charge current and is determined by the ratio of the spin Hall conductance to the charge conductance.
The spin current and charge current densities in the normal metal can be given by [30] ( ) ( )
is the charge electrochemical potential and N σ is the spin conductivity.
The spin accumulation s µ obeys the spin diffusion equation in the normal metal [37] , i.e., 
which varies with N d λ and L λ for other given parameters, while ,
where I R is the internal resistance of the SSPD and 
and consequently, the efficiency of the SSPD can be expressed as
. Equations (14) and (16) show clearly that the effect of the Joule heating on the power output and efficiency has been considered in the present model.
Maximum power output and efficiency
It can be proved by Eqs. (14) and (16) (14) and (16), we can plot the three-dimensional projection graphs of the power output spin current injecting into the normal metal increases quickly, leading to the increase of the average transverse charge current and the power output density. When N d is large, the electromotive force generated by the inverse spin Hall effect will decrease as N d increases continuously, resulting to the decrease of the average transverse charge current and the power output density. Thus, there is an optimal value for N d λ so that the power output density attains its maximum. On the other hand, when V L λ is small, the increment of V L λ is larger than the reduction of the average transverse charge current, leading to the increase of the power output density. When V L λ is large, the increment of V L λ is less than the reduction of the average transverse charge current, resulting to the decrease of the power output density. Thus, the power output density firstly increases and then decreases as V L λ increases, and consequently, there is a maximum value of the power output density for the optimal value of V L λ . Using Eq. (14), we can derive the optimal values of V L λ at the optimized power output density opt P as
Equation (17) shows that ( )
is not a monotonic function of N d λ , as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . In such a case, the optimized power output and the average transverse charge current at the optimized power output density are, respectively, given by 
Equation (19) indicates that like the average transverse charge current at the short circuit, the average transverse charge current at the optimized power output density is also a monotonically increasing function of 
Using Eqs. (20)- (22), we can generate the curves of ( ) are not optimal for an SSPD, because one always hopes to obtain a power output density and an efficiency as large as possible. Thus, the optimal region of an SSPD should be
It is clearly seen from 
and 
are some important parameters of the SSPD. It is seen from Eq. (26) that both V and L λ are coupled together and their optimal regions are shown by the shaded area in Fig. 6 .
According to the optimal criteria obtained above, one can availably choose the desired materials and optimally design the structure of an SSPD. Besides, one must control the voltage output of an SSPD which is directly dependent on the load resistance. Thus, it is necessary to discuss the optimal matching of the load resistance.
Load matching
From Fig. 1(b) and Eqs. (15) and (16), we can obtain the between the average transverse charge current c J and the load resistance
By using Eqs. (11) and (27) , V , E , and I R can be, respectively, expressed as
and ( )
From Eqs. (17), (20) and (28) 
Using Eqs. (26) and (30)- (32) 
and
where ( ) (33) and (34) show that when the SSPD is operated at the maximum power output desnsity, the optimal matching condition of the load resistance is
, and that when the SSPD is operated at the maximum efficiency, the optimal matching condition of the load resistance is ( ) Table 1 . The optimal values of some parameters at the maximum power output density and efficiency. 
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